
Chat Box notes 

 

Faerthen Felix:Hi everyone! 

  Faerthen Felix:Jeff is delayed for a few minutes... 

  celeste:Is my screen frozen or are we still on MFA project categories 

slide? 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:is it just me or is the slide she is referring to no 

showing up 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:me too 

  Rick Williams - RMBL:Are the powerpoint slides advancing? 

  celeste:Not here 

  Gil 

Nelson:https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B9zqKK80tdzhV0pzb1h2elBZSmM&us

p=sharing 

  celeste:Gil - link is to Rolands ppt from last time 

  Katja Seltmann 2:unshare and share again 

  Katja Seltmann 2:? 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:gil can you put the ppt in the folder with Rolands 

ppt? 

  celeste:Becca's solutioon should work 

  celeste:connie - put your ppt into the folder with Roland's- Gil should be 

able to do so 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Idea - have Gill share his screen if he has PPT on his 

computer. 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:it is for me 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:yes it is advacing for me 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:I got it 

  Rick Williams - RMBL:things are advancing fine for the participants 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Looks good 

  celeste:Seeing Recently funded project list 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Yes 

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:Looks better now! 

  Faerthen Felix:I can see! 

  Gil Nelson:I willl put the presentation imtop our folder once I convert it 

to pdf. 

  celeste:Gil, your mike is soft 

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:Can you hear me? 

  celeste:No 

  Faerthen Felix:I saw some numbers, but what is the rate of successful 

proposals? 

  Gil Nelson:No, Erica 

  Faerthen Felix:Erica's mic is not working. 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:How would a field station fit into the definition of a 

museum   

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:How are the restrictions of allowed and unallowed 

costs differ from IdigBio's proposals. 

  celeste:Do I understand collaboration is not an option for IMLS/MFA but 

only individual institutions? 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:yes 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:YES sorry 

  Faerthen Felix:Can these grants be renewed for multiple years? 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Right 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:Are there restrictions on what can be used for the 1:1 

match requirement? 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:New display cases 

  Faerthen Felix:Many of us have similar needs. Are these applications more 

likely to be funded if we collaborate, rather than apply individually? 
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  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Travel costs? 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:as they go from station to station with thier 

equipment for digitazation 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Teching collections - Also reason I think we need 

dispaly cabinets  

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Need a place in field station for these cabinets 

  Faerthen Felix:Rick, we use our teaching collections for anyone who is 

interested, which means everything from toddlers to post-docs. I assume most 

stations are the same? 

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:If collaboratively applying to the grant 

is not an option, how could we effectively apply for a grant that would 

create a shared resource (e.g. a traveling digitization station)? 

  celeste:DId Gil's mic cut out or problem only here? 

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:I can hear Gil fine 

  celeste:No audio, no chat added after Erica's response so signing out.  

Bye, y'all! 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:At NRS we do keep these logs  

  Faerthen Felix:Kevin & Becca, is collections log functionality already in 

RAMS? If not, get a grant to add it  

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:That makes sense, thank you! 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Rams is a log of the facility use (public and 

researcher) - We could add museum specimen as a facility use entry to collect 

this directly 

  Faerthen Felix:This seems like a good fit for us, thanks Connie! 

  Rick Williams - RMBL:How many field stations have a public "visitor center" 

that could display collection objects? 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:Good question to ask in our survey 

  Faerthen Felix:We don't have open public visitation, but we allow anyone to 

visit if they are focused on research or education. Basically, we're a public 

facility by appointment only. 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:Some reserves in the UC system are open to the public, 

but it varies.  

  Faerthen Felix:That makes sense! 

  kevin Browne - UCNRS:With the caviot of could they create one if had the 

cabinets. 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:Certainly!  

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:Thank you Connie, that was really 

enlightening 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:Thanks Connie!  

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:Definitely more approachable 

  Neil Cobb:Thanks Connie! 

  tom Arsuffi:Thanks all!! 

  Rick Williams - RMBL:Thanks Connie! and everyone else, too! 

  Faerthen Felix:Thanks! 

  Becca Fenwick, UCNRS:Thanks Gil!  

  Erica Krimmel, Chicago Acad. Sci.:Thank you, Gil 

 


